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PERSONAL VIEW

I was once asked at an appointment committee whether there

was anything a psychiatrist could do that a neurologist could

not do better. The chairman, one of the vanishing band of

ennobled physicians, was studying The Tinmes, and maids were

clattering teacups. I did not get the job, and I have never

forgotten the scene or the question. It set me thinking about

the relation of psychiatry to medicine, and whether the sub-

servient role allotted us was really all we had to offer.

working in another hospital showed that this attitude was

sometimes also reflected by patients who tended to address

members of the psychiatric department as "Mister." Often

they felt abandoned by doctors of the body and offended at

being passed down the line, as they took it, to those of the

mind. "Does Dr. - think I am mad to have imagined
it all, or does he think I was lying ?" was a not uncommon

comment with which we had to deal. Usually they had
symptoms in excess of signs, or no signs at all, for which their
complaints were labelled functional, hysterical, or depressive.
Some were unloaded because they failed to respond to what
was considered proper treatment by reassurance or simple
sedation.

Our best cases came from the most psychiatrically minded,
who could tell at a glance a patient with whom nothing was

the matter. This gave us the chance to do our own investiga-
tions, and we sometimes found treatable physical disease.
Curiously, those colleagues most renowned for scientific prowess

were psychiatrically the least sophisticated and the most

credulous when it came to the value of drug treatment. They
had gathered, presumably from exposure to pharmaceutical
advertising literature, that psychiatry could be reduced to three
basic conditions, each with its own "specific," rather like
venereology: anxiety, depression, and schizophrenia. This
made our work easier, because often all one had to do to

make their patients better was to take them off whatever they
were on.

As psychiatric drugs multiplied and doctors began to pre-

scribe them for free like aspirin, it became more important to
take a thorough drug history than the time-honoured sex

history. Today sex, largely stripped of guilt, seems to be
much less toxic or pathogenic than psychotropic drugs. One
colleague had the conceit that failure of his drug regimen
for a variety of organic conditions indicated psychological
mischief. This habit of blaming the patient for not responding
rather than querying the treatment used to be a peculiarly
psychiatric one, the history and consequences of which it would
be worth tracing, particularly in the back wards of a mental
hospital. I began to wonder what conditions could properly
be called psychogenic, and on what evidence.

A housewife, whose headache had been advanced in the social
scale to migraine, continued to suffer despite treatment with the
best modern drugs. With tears she recounted the sexual
indignities to which her husband submitted her while he was

dressed in her underwear. I asked to see him also, and when
I did it was obvious that the wrong partner had been treated
all along-a not uncommon situation in psychiatric practice
but unique to it. She had never told her physician, because
their interviews were too brief for any questions about her
private life; and besides, she said, "He is such a nice man"

-and so mirrored what in contrast was thought of us. We
were supposed to have ample time, and to deal with the
medically unrewarding, socially troublesome, and psycho-
logically not so nice. Not surprisingly we called ourselves the
disgrace doctors.

Our position could be likened, with respect, to that of the
physiotherapy department. We were supposed to deal with

what was sent us, and not to doubt or to diagnose. We were
expected to treat. Our gymnastics were mental and aimed
to purge patients of the unmentionable (for which our
colleagues chided us with having nasty minds), while we
illumined them with shafts of insight coloured by psycho-
pathological theories or our own complexes for that matter.
Simultaneously, we were credited with being able to control
patients' mood, behaviour, and sleep by drugs. A hazard of
this approach is that it may reveal more about the psychiatrist's
than the patient's mind. Listening in on any discussion among
psychotherapists will quickly verify this. I wondered, too,
whether patients did not learn more about us from our questions
than we did from their answers. Naturally they tried to hold
our interest in them. One patient referred to my " listening
look" when I wasn't. I learnt to spot those who had been over
the course before by their easy use of psychiatric jargon.

Whatever one may have thought at the time, one really helped
by taking an interest in the patient as a person, not only in
his symptoms. A married man complained of pain in the
neck. He came to me after he had been through the gamut
of physical investigations. Absent-mindedly I invited him to
" tell me more about her," and he at once led off about his
wife. Afterwards he thanked me. " Nobody," he said, " has
ever talked to me like that before "-and I hardly uttered a
sound. He taught me that patients got better, if they did at
all, from what they said rather than what we said. In other
words, one did not have to be esoteric in one's approach, as
every good family doctor knows. From then on, although
regarded as a specialist by colleagues, it amused me to think
that I really functioned, so far as the patients were concerned,
as the only general practitioner in the place. As such we had
to tolerate patients' symptoms, whether we understood them
or not, without allowing ourselves to be made anxious by them
and having to hit back, so to speak, with treatment. This

helped patients also to tolerate themselves, and I came to regard
capacity for symptom-tolerance one of the differences between
ourselves and our colleagues.

If psychiatry is to make a major advance it will have to
free itself from preoccupation with treatment, which remains

mostly symptomatic and empirical, and shift emphasis, as

medicine did when it became scientific, to clinical investigation.
How far we are removed from this is shown by the fact that
patients go to physicians for diagnosis but are still sent to

psychiatrists for treatment.

On the occasions we were called to give an opinion on the

nature of the case it was, paradoxically, usually a difficult

organic problem. In one such patient, Atith unexplained
painful weakness of arm and hand, I elicited a telling story
of psychological stress. A week later she became quadriplegic,
and a meningioma at the foramen magnum was removed.

Another time, when I was confident-and so was the patient-
that his anxiety and depression were situational, active

pulmonary tuberculosis was discovered, and the mental state

resolved when this was treated.

Gradually I learnt that physically ill patients often blame

their surroundings or emotional upsets, while the psycho-
logically disturbed think they have physical disease. From then

on I avoided making do with psychosocial explanations, how-

ever tempting, until physical causes had been fairly excluded.

As a hedge, I sometimes suggested yet another investigation
which had not been thought of, and asked to be called again

when tests were completed. I seldom was, but I avoided

putting my foot in it so often ; and, what is more, learnt a

lot of medicine which stood me in good stead when I got

my own unit. Was there not a regius at Oxford who, it is

said, owed his career in part to never giving an opinion, so

that he war never wrong?
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